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The Medium is the Message (Marshall McLuhan)
Not!
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•Q. I feel nervous speaking in public: can I get 
out of giving a talk?

•Welcome to the human race. No.
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• I've got to give a 15 minute talk, so should I 
prepare enough for 20 minutes so I don't run 
out?

•No. Never! You want a breakdown of 
(roughly)

•1 minute getting started

•2 mins intro.

•8 mins presentation

•4 mins questions

• Scale this up or down for longer/shorter 
presentations.
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• But I need to get across lots of important 
ideas. How can I do it?

•You can't!. Tests show that about 10% of the 
material in a lecture is remembered, so don't 
try.

•Should I wear a funny tee-shirt to attract 
people's attention?

•No. You want the attention to be on the talk

•
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• Is it OK if I start off by telling a few jokes?

•No. Being funny  in public is hard (ask any 
comedian). And you dont have time!

• I don't have anything very interesting to say, 
so is it OK if I start off by apologising for 
wasting everyone's time?

•No. Never apologise
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• How should I prepare for a talk??

• You must practise beforehand.

• Best option is to find a friend and get them to listen. 
Get them to time the talk, and write notes as you are 
doing it. If you are reciprocating, be as honest as you 
can. Most of us are very unaware of the tics/faults that 
we have: e.g. ...

•Really good is to record your talk with a video or at 
least a tape-recorder.

•As a last option, give the talk to yourself in front of a 
mirror
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• I'm so nervous before I talk that I can hardly get a 
word out. What can I do?

•Write down everything you want to say for the first 2 
minutes: if the worst comes to the worst, you can just 
read it

• Someone asked me a really dumb question after my 
talk. Can I be rude to them?

•No. You are an "expert" on what you just talked about. 
He/she isn't. What goes around comes around!
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•Someone asked me a really difficult question after my 
talk. I don't know the answer: what on earth do I do?

•Start off by saying "That's a very good question: I don't 
really know the answer". Then think aloud: maybe 
someone will help.

• Is it OK if I look at my shoes throughout the 
presentation?

• No. Try to make eye contact with most people in the 
room. That way, they will feel that you are interested in 
them.
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•Talking away from Audience/Not looking at 
people.

•Diagrams that are too small.

•Writing too small.

•Varying level of talk at random.

•Writing at bottom of board/screen.

•Non-sequential information

What are the worst mistakes 
in giving a talk/lecture?
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•Hands in pocket

•Wearing a cap

•Wearing a cap BACKWARDS

• Irrelevant jokes

•Puffery

• "Dangling" information

•Oh yes, and turning up late and/or 
overrunning your time

•Oh yes, and not turning off your cell phone

How to make a bad Show
Without really trying

 How To Make a Bad Show

 Without Really Trying to

How to make 

a Good Slide Show

NSCI 1000B
2011

(mostly stolen from Don Wiles)



First and Foremost

Organize your thoughts

 What is your objective:
 To inform?
 To Persuade
 Or to amaze?

Limit fancy transitions: only to

emphasize really important 
ideas

Keep a list of things 
to add, subtract or move

    1.  Reorganize the background photos
    2.  Check all spelling
    3.  Check the timing
    4.  Do the fonts and colours match?

At the end, remove this list 
or move it to the bottom



Use the show
to illustrate your lecture

Don’t put too much text
on your slides

Don’t read your slides

How to Make a Bad Show

Without really trying
Or by Trying too hard

If you put too much information on a slide, no one will be 
able to read it.  Perhaps it won’t matter, in which case you 
shouldn’t show the slide at all.  Otherwise you will find 
yourself saying “You probably can’t read this, but .... “ This 
serves to make you look stupid, which may be correct, but 
you may not want to advertise that fact.
 Sometimes it is necessary to show a lot of data on a slide.  
In that case, you will want to pause to discuss the 
information in detail.  That’s OK, as long as everyone can 
read the information you are talking about.
 If no one can read the slide, not only do you look stupid, but you are!  This information should be kept to 
yourself and perhaps a few close friends, but not portrayed on an overhead screen.

ANTARES (J.P. Ernenwein) AMANDA & ICECUBE
(C. De Clercq)

AMANDA 2003 150.4d + IceCube 2007 (22 strings) 104.3d

no evidence for 
Neutralino
annihilation in the 
Sun

BCKG from  off-
source data

5 lines: 0.7 upward going events / day

10 lines

12 lines

was completed in June 2008 (12 lines of 25 storeys)

+ KM3NET 
(P. Coyle)



The µ case

MonteCarlo simulation
• muon intensity distribution 
• Gran Sasso rock overburden map

events where just one detector fires

Case of fast neutrons produced by µ Annual modulation amplitude at low energy due to µ modulation:
Sm

(µ) = Rn g ! f"E fsingle 2% /(Msetup "E)

Moreover, this modulation also induces a variation in other parts of the energy spectrum and in the multi-hits events
It cannot mimic the signature: already excluded also by R90, by multi-hits analysis + different phase, etc.

#µ @ LNGS ! 20 µ m-2d-1  (±2% modulated)
Measured neutron Yield @ LNGS:  Y=1÷7 10-4 n/µ/(g/cm2)

Rn = (fast n by µ)/(time unit) = #µ Y Meff

Sm
(µ) < (0.4÷3) $ 10-5 cpd/kg/keV

g = geometrical factor;    ! = detection effic. by elastic scattering
f"E = energy window (E>2keV) effic.;      fsingle = single hit effic.

Hyp.:! Meff = 15 tons;  g " ! " f"E " fsingle " 0.5 (cautiously)
Knowing that:! Msetup " 250 kg and "E=4keV

NO

The phase of the muon flux at LNGS is roughly around middle of July 
and largely variable from year to year. Last meas. by LVD and 
BOREXINO partially overlapped with DAMA/NaI and fully with 
DAMA/LIBRA: 1.5% modulation and phase 

LVD = July 5th ± 15 d,    BOREXINO = July 6th ± 6 d

DAMA/NaI + DAMA/LIBRA 

measured a stable phase: May, 26th ± 7 days
This phase is 7.1 % far from July 15th and is 
5.7 % far from July 6th 

Can (whatever) hypothetical cosmogenic products be considered as side 
effects, assuming that they might produce:

• only events at low energy,
• only single-hit events,
• no sizable effect in the multiple-hit counting rate
• pulses with time structure as scintillation light 

?
But, its phase should be (much) 
larger than µ phase, tµ :

• if &<<T/2':

• if &>>T/2':

R90, multi-hits, phase, and other analyses 

It cannot mimic the signature: different phase

1.

Sometimes you want to go through material sequentially: 

•Backgrounds are distracting

•Colours are dreadful

•Font is cursive (usually bad)

•Information is too dense

•Graphics overlap

•and do we have any idea of what the message is?
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• We don’t understand gravity

• e.g take two electrons

There are attracted 
gravitationally

However the electric force is 
4000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

larger

Actually 4.2x1042 times larger: Hitchhiker’s Guide fans note!

They are repelled 
electrostatically

Perhaps you want to be fancy and 
look pretty.

You should decide whether you want your

Audience to read it or not.



On the other hand, the font

can be quite legible but not

appropriate to yourmessage.

It is usually found that

Times NewRoman

is the most legible type

Although

Arial

can also be easy to read

Especially if it is

Bolded



Title Pages
should set the standard

Title Pages

should set the standard
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Use a background
only if it helps

 The Halifax Explosion -1917

 Seven Seas Navigator
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 Underlining can be useful  Or it can be distracting

         The text should be centred

   Unless there is to be a list
         Or for other special effects

The text should be centred

Unless there is to be a list
Or for other special effects



The text should be properly levelled

 Items in a list can be emphasized 
! By using bullets 

By indenting the items
b) By presenting the items in a series
! By the judicious use of colour

! Or by a discrete transition

 Spelling minsteakes

 are unexcusable

 Colour

 Can be used very effectively

 Colour

 

 OR VERY BADLY



This is legible

               This is quite legible 

     This is perhaps 
      more legible

This is less legible
 

This is terrible

 This is not Legible

This is not much better

 This is a little better
 This is good

This is perhaps best

Sometimes it is useful

to have a dull background

But line it up well



 If you line things up

 Do it right!

     ! Don’t
    ! Annoy

    ! Your

     ! Audience

The End
 (At Last!)

Keep a list of things 
to add, subtract or move

    "1.  Reorganize the background photos
    "2.  Check all spelling
    "3.  Check the timing
    "4.  Do the fonts and colours match?

At the end, remove this list 
or move it to the bottom


